An analytical model predicting the growth rates, the absolute growth times and the saturation values of the magnetic field strength within galactic haloes is presented. The analytical results are compared to cosmological MHD simulations of Milky-Way like galactic halo formation performed with the N-body / SPMHD code GADGET. The halo has a mass of ≈ 3 · 10 12 M ⊙ and a virial radius of ≈ 270 kpc. The simulations in a ΛCDM cosmology also include radiative cooling, star formation, supernova feedback and the description of non-ideal MHD. A primordial magnetic seed field ranging from 10 −10 to 10 −34 G in strength agglomerates together with the gas within filaments and protohaloes. There, it is amplified within a couple of hundred million years up to equipartition with the corresponding turbulent energy. The magnetic field strength increases by turbulent small-scale dynamo action. The turbulence is generated by the gravitational collapse and by supernova feedback. Subsequently, a series of halo mergers leads to shock waves and amplification processes magnetizing the surrounding gas within a few billion years. At first, the magnetic energy grows on small scales and then self-organizes to larger scales. Magnetic field strengths of ≈ 10 −6 G are reached in the center of the halo and drop to ≈ 10 −9 G in the IGM. Analyzing the saturation levels and growth rates, the model is able to describe the process of magnetic amplification notably well and confirms the results of the simulations.
INTRODUCTION
The Lambda Cold Dark Matter model (ΛCDM) is the standard tool describing the evolution of the universe (Komatsu et al. 2011) . Quantum fluctuations in the primordial energy distribution develop into the condensing matter and trigger gravitational instabilities. Dark matter clumps in filaments and protohaloes, and subsequently baryonic matter falls into the potential wells of the dark matter, thereby forming the first stars and galaxies. In a hierarchical process of merger events, larger structures grow (White & Rees 1978; White & Frenk 1991) . Numerical simulations of structure formation within a ΛCDM universe show good agreement between the calculated and the observed distribution of matter and structures (Springel et al. 2005b (Springel et al. , 2006 . However, cosmic magnetic fields are still widely neglected in these kind of simulations, although their presence can influence the dynamics of an astrophysical system significantly. Observations reveal strong magnetic fields of µG strength in latetype galaxies (for reviews on cosmic magnetism see e.g. Beck et al. (1996) , Widrow (2002) , Kulsrud & Zweibel (2008) , and references ⋆ E-mail: abeck@usm.uni-muenchen.de therein). The energy density of these magnetic fields is comparable to other dynamically important energy densities, i.e. the magnetic field seems to be in equipartition with them. Neronov & Vovk (2010) also find strong magnetic fields permeating the intergalactic medium (IGM). The IGM magnetic fields are highly turbulent (Ryu et al. 2008 ) and their strength is estimated to the order of nG . Additionally, magnetic fields of µG strength can be found in high redshift galaxies . Also, there is evidence of highly magnetized damped Lyman alpha systems at redshift ≈ 2, which act as building blocks for galactic systems (Wolfe et al. 2005) . The origin of these magnetic fields is still unclear. Global primordial magnetic fields can be seeded by battery processes in the early universe (Biermann 1950; Mishustin & Ruzmaikin 1972; Zel'dovich et al. 1983; Huba & Fedder 1993) . Alternatively, seed fields can be generated by phase transitions after the BigBang or various other mechanisms (see Widrow 2002 , for a review). In a subsequent process, these weak seed fields of sometimes 10 −20 G have to be amplified to the observed values. Lesch & Chiba (1995) demonstrate the possibility of strong magnetic fields at high redshifts through battery processes and protogalactic shear flow amplification. The presence of strong µG c 2012 RAS galactic magnetic fields is commonly explained by galactic dynamos converting angular momentum into magnetic energy in differentially rotating disks. The two main theories are the α-ω dynamo (Ruzmaikin et al. 1979) or the cosmic ray driven dynamo (Lesch & Hanasz 2003; Hanasz et al. 2009 ). For reviews of dynamo theory see Brandenburg & Subramanian (2005) or Shukurov (2007) . However, these dynamos operate on timescales (e-folding time, not absolute amplification time) of the order of 10 8 yrs and require a differentially rotating galactic disk. Hence, irregular galaxies at high redshift have to be magnetized by another process. Another possible magnetization process is the "Cosmic dynamo" as given by Dubois & Teyssier (2010) . Within their approach, the universe is magnetized by gravitational instabilies, galactic dynamos and wind-driven outflows of gas at times of violent star formation activity. Small-scale dynamos operate on timescales of the order of 10 6 yrs through random and turbulent shear flow motions (Biermann & Schlüter 1951) . Magnetic energy increases exponentially on small scales first by stretching, twisting and folding the magnetic field lines by random motions and then organizing them on the largest turbulent eddy scale (Zel'dovich et al. 1983; Kulsrud & Anderson 1992; Kulsrud et al. 1997; Malyshkin & Kulsrud 2002; Schekochihin et al. 2002 Schekochihin et al. , 2004 Schleicher et al. 2010) . Galaxy mergers are a natural part of the bottom-up picture of the growth of structures in the universe. Kotarba et al. (2010 Kotarba et al. ( , 2011 and Geng et al. (2012) show that turbulence induced during galactic major and minor mergers is able to amplify magnetic fields in galaxies and in the IGM up to equipartition between the magnetic and turbulent energy density, as expected from the small-scale dynamo theory. This theory is a good method to describe the amplification processes and corresponding timescales (e.g. Arshakian et al. 2009 ). However, galactic dynamos are still inevitable to explain the regularity of galactic magnetic fields and their spiral structure, which are revealed by observations. Analytical calculations and cosmological simulations of structure formation including the evolution of magnetic fields can give new insights in the physical processes of creating, amplifying and saturating magnetic fields in the universe on all kind of scales. In this work, an analytical model predicting the growth rates, the absolute growth times and the saturation values of the magnetic field strength within galactic haloes is presented. The analytical results are compared to cosmological MHD simulations of MilkyWay like galactic halo formation including star formation and nonideal MHD. It is shown that the analytical model and the cosmological simulations agree notably well for different initial, primordial magnetic seed fields spanning a range of 25 orders of magnitudes. The paper is organized as follows: The analytical calculations are shown in section 2. Section 3 briefly describes the numerical method. In section 4 the cosmological inital conditions and the magnetic seed field are motivated. A detailed analysis of the performed simulations and the magnetic field amplification is given in section 5. Section 6 compares the numerical results with the analytical description. The main results are summarized in section 7.
ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION
This section gives an analytical approach describing the behaviour of the magnetic field strength during halo formation. In order to derive an analytical model, expressions for the cosmological decay, the exponential amplification process, the saturation and the relaxing decay of the magnetic field strength are needed. For large hydrodynamical Reynolds numbers, a stationary flow transits from the laminar regime into the turbulent regime and becomes unstable. Hence, an overview of the characteristics of a non-stationary perturbated magnetic field in such an unstable flow in a cosmological context is given.
Local perturbation ansatz
The Reynolds number is a characteristic dimensionless quantity describing the ratio of inertial forces and viscous forces of a flow:
with V and L being typical velocity and length scales of the flow and ν the kinematic viscosity. A stationary flow will become unstable if the Reynolds number Re exceeds a critical value Recrit.
In this case, any initial infinitesimal perturbation will be amplified through the flow. In the following calculations, the hydrodynamical flow is assumed to be unstable, since the inertial length scale is sufficiently larger than the viscous length scale. The magnetic Reynolds number Rm, which is defined as Rm = V L/η (with the magnetic resistivity η), is also sufficiently large to allow for perturbations to grow. The induction equation of ideal MHD reads:
Within the small perturbation approximation, the velocity field v(x, t) and the magnetic field B(x, t), respectively, can be decomposed into the sum of a stationary component v0(x, t) and B0(x, t), and a perturbated component v1(x, t) and B1(x, t), respectively. For the induction equation (2), this procedure results in the following decomposition:
The right crossproduct in Eq. (4) can be dropped, because only the growth of magnetic perturbations in a stationary flow is important, and the growth of velocity perturbations in a weak stationary magnetic field can be neglected. The general solution of Eq. (4) is a sum of special solutions, whereby B1 includes a time-dependent factor e −iΩt . The complex frequency Ω is given by Ω = ω + iΓ, with periodicity ω and growth rate Γ. For growing perturbations Γ will be positive. The perturbated component B1 can be further decomposed into
with a spatially dependent complex vector function s(x) and a complex scalar amplitude Bt(t). The time derivative of the square of the amplitude is:
Eq. (7) was also derived for a kinematic dynamo by Kulsrud & Anderson (1992) and for a turbulent magnetized dynamo by Malyshkin & Kulsrud (2002) using spectral analysis of the growth of the magnetic energy. In the weak-field approximation, the flow is able to amplify the frozen-in magnetic perturbations, since the magnetic field is frozen into the velocity field. Thereby, any information about the original orientation of the magnetic seed field is lost. As soon as equipartition is reached, the back-reaction of the magnetic field on the velocity field has to be considered and the weak-field approximation breaks. Then, one can either solve the full Navier-Stokes equations including magnetic pressure and tension forces or model the back-reaction by truncating the growth rate Γ. Belyanin et al. (1993) describe the latter "Equipartition dynamo" approach by expanding Γ in a power series and considering second-order terms to truncate the growth rate. These non-linear effects force the maximum amplitude to an equipartition value and the dynamo process saturates. Generally, a "Supraequipartition dynamo" should be expected, because compression of B 2 ∼ ρ γ adi (e.g. the effective adiabatic index is γ adi = 4/3 for isotropic compression) can still occur. This would result in the magnetic energy density first to shoot over the turbulent energy density (γ adi = 1), and then decay towards the saturation level. However, this effect is too small to be significant. Now, to account for the saturation of the magnetic field at the equipartition level, Γ is amended (Belyanin et al. 1993 ) as follows
and the equation for the growth of the magnetic field amplitude takes the form:
This growth of the magnetic perturbations is an iterative process: B1 can only grow to the order of magnitude of B0, then a new B0 and B1 have to be defined. Furthermore, since turbulence is the driver of the magnetic field amplification, equipartition between the magnetic and the turbulent energy density is a good approximation for the saturation magnetic field (no further growth will occur, once the magnetic field has saturated):
with the density ρ and the turbulent velocity v turb of the system. Together with the initial condition B 2 t (t = 0) = B 2 0 Eq. (9) has the solution (Landau & Lifshitz 1959) :
As a next step the growth rate γ has to be determined. The kinetic energy of the turbulence can be assumed to follow a onedimensional Kolmogorov spectrum of the form
where v 2 turb is the mean square turbulent velocity. From Eq. (7) Kulsrud et al. (1997) find for the growth rate γ
with an eddy turnover rate kv k ≈ [kI(k)] 1/2 and with v k being the typical eddy velocity on k scale. Integrating Eq. (13) yields the growth rate γ. Performing additional calculations including resistivity, Kulsrud et al. (1997) find an advanced version of γ:
Eq. (14) describes the turnover rate of the smallest turbulent eddy. Magnetic resistivity, which is essential for topological changes of the magnetic field lines through reconnection on small scales and transfer of magnetic energy into internal energy, and which is effectively lowering the growth rate, is already included via η turb . The dynamo process increases the magnetic energy on the dissipation scale first with a rate of 2γ and saturates at a value comparable to the turbulent energy on small scales first. The magnetic energy is then transferred to larger scales with a rate of 3 4
γ (Kulsrud et al. 1997) by Lorentz forces unwrapping the folded field lines on small scales in an inverse cascade process. Finally, the magnetic field reaches saturation at a value comparable to the turbulent energy in the largest eddy (Kulsrud & Anderson 1992; Malyshkin & Kulsrud 2002) . The growth rate given by Eq. (14) is taken from the kinematic dynamo theory (Kulsrud et al. 1997 ), but Malyshkin & Kulsrud (2002) find that the calculation leading to Eq. (14) still holds for the magnetized turbulent dynamo in the weak-field approximation. These small-scale dynamos operate whenever turbulent and random motions and shear flows are stretching, twisting and folding the magnetic fields lines (Zel'dovich et al. 1983; Schleicher et al. 2010) . Field lines come close on small scales first and hence, the magnetic energy increases at first on small scales. The amplification is dominated by the turbulent dynamo action and effects resulting from compression can be neglected within this model.
Cosmological evolution and decay
The next step towards an analytical model of the magnetic field amplification is to modify the growth equation (9) such that the scalefactor a(t) describing the expansion of the universe during its evolution is accounted for. For an isotropic and stationary magnetic field, the magnetic flux has to be conserved when space is expanding. From the first law of thermodynamics, the proportionality between the scalefactor a and the energy density of electromagnetic fields (or ultrarelativistic particles)
Any cosmological equation for the evolution of the magnetic field amplitude has thus to account for the proportionality Bt ∼ a −2 . In cosmological simulations, the scalefacor a(t) instead of physical time t is the natural integration variable. Given a flat universe without any radiation pressure, the evolution equation for the scalefactor takes the form (e.g. Longair 1998)
with ΩM and ΩΛ being the density contributions of matter and the cosmological constant, and H0 the present-day Hubble constant. The employed parameters of this ΛCDM cosmology (Table 1) 
Combining equations (11), (14), (15) and (17) finally results in:
Eq. (18) is an approximation for the growth of the magnetic field strength during the matter-dominated and later phases of the Universe.
In the beginning, the term a(t) −2 dominates and results in the cosmological dip at high redshifts. Then, the magnetic energy increases with e 2γt(a) during the gravitational collapse and due to star formation induced turbulence. This growth stops when equipartition is reached, since non-linear effects are truncating γ. Finally, when the system is relaxing and the turbulence is decaying, also the magnetic field will decay as a(t) −2 corresponding to a power-law decay with Bt ∼ t −4/3 . This decay is slightly stronger compared to the Bt ∼ t −5/4 decay given by Landau & Lifshitz (1959) or George (1992) for the final stages of decaying kinematic turbulence (assuming that the magnetic energy decays with the same powerlaw as the turbulent energy, which is an approximation). The final stage of decay is reached by the time, when the Reynolds number becomes sufficiently small. This happens when the back-reaction of the magnetic field on the velocity field suppresses turbulent motions and also magnetic amplification and the system relaxes. Subramanian et al. (2006) found the power-law decay to set in already for Reynolds numbers still as large as Re ≈ 100 in galaxy clusters.
Numerical parameters
Eq. (18) contains four free parameters: v turb , l turb , η turb and ρ. The numerical values for these parameters have to be taken from observations or extracted from numerical simulations. Table  2 shows the values used in this work. These values correspond to a timescale (e-folding time) of τ = 1/γ ≈ 90 Myr and a saturation value of Bsat ≈ 0.1µG at redshift zero. Note, that these numerical parameters are constant mean estimates and do not reflect the time and spatial details of the simulations, but nevertheless are a good approximation. Estimating values for v turb and l turb is quite challenging, as the densities, velocities and length scales in galactic haloes range over Gas density ngas 10 −5 cm −3 Table 2 . Parameters used for the calculation of the analytical growth function (physical units).
many orders of magnitude. Therefore, such values can only be associated to typical values within galactic haloes (see section 6 for a discussion which values reflect best the simulations). Fig. 1 shows growth curves as a function of redshift for a wide range of values of these parameters. In each panel, three parameter are held constant (see Table 2 ), while the fourth parameter is varied. As indicated by the presented calculations, v turb , l turb and η turb affect the growth rate γ, while v turb and ρ affect the saturation value Bsat. Depending on the parameter configuration, the timescale ranges from order of 10 6 yrs to 10 8 yrs and the saturation value for the magnetic field strength varies from 10 −5 G to 10 −8 G.
NUMERICAL METHODS
The simulations in this work are performed with the Nbody / SPMHD code GADGET (Springel et al. 2001a; Springel 2005a; ). GADGET uses a formulation of SPH, in which both energy and entropy are conserved (Springel & Hernquist 2002) . For recent reviews on the SPH and SPMHD methods, see Springel (2010) and Price (2012) . Additionally, SUBFIND (Springel et al. 2001b; ) is applied to identify haloes and subhaloes and to calculate their respective center locations and virial radii. A detailed description of the SPMHD implementation of MHD and its extension to non ideal MHD can be found in and Bonafede et al. (2011) . Here, the standard (direct) SPMHD implementation is used, where the induction equation
is evolving the magnetic field, and also a spatially constant magnetic resistivity η is applied. Following Bonafede et al. (2011) , nonideal resistivity is assumed to be driven by the turbulence within the gas and η turb is of the order of ≈ 10 30 cm 2 s −1 , which is consistent with models of the central regions of galaxy clusters (Schlickeiser et al. 1987; Rebusco et al. 2006) . Therefore, the constant turbulent resistivity describes the magnetic field decay on subresolution scales and is many order of magnitudes larger compared to numerical or ohmic resistivity, which are hence not of interest for this work. The magnetic field back-reacts on the velocity field via the Lorentz force. To account for the tensile instability (see Price 2012 , for details) in SPMHD, the unphysical numerical divergence force is substracted from the equation of motion following an approach by Børve et al. (2001 ulations, it is of fundamental interest to maintain the ∇ · B constraint. In particular, an erroreous calculation can lead to unphysical sources and sinks of magnetic energy. The MHD GADGET code keeps these numerical errors to a minimum. For a detailed discussion, see and section 5.3. The implementation of MHD in GADGET was successfully employed for the study of the magnetic field evolution during star formation (Bürzle et al. 2011a,b) , in isolated (Kotarba et al. 2009 ) and interacting galaxies (Kotarba et al. 2010 (Kotarba et al. , 2011 Geng et al. 2012) , and in galaxy clusters (Donnert et al. 2009 ). Also, the Springel & Hernquist (2003a) star formation model is applied. It describes radiative cooling, UV background heating and supernova feedback in a consistent two-phase sub-resolution model for the interstellar medium. Cold clouds with a fixed temperature of TCC are embedded into a hot ambient medium at pressure equilibrium. These cold clouds are evaporating with an efficiency parameter of A and form stars on a timescale of tSF, once they reach a density threshold of ρ th . A fraction β of these stars is expected to die instantly as supernovae, heating the gas with a temperature of TSN. Additionally, the hot phase is loosing energy via cooling, which is modeled assuming a primordial gas composition (Hydrogen 76% and Helium 24%) with a temperature floor of 50 K (for details see Katz et al. 1996) . The cooling only depends on density and temperature, but not on metallicity. This star formation model leads to a self-regulated cycle of cooling, star formation and feedback in the gas. Table 3 shows the numerical values of these parameters used in the simulations, which are performed without galactic winds. These numbers are choosen to reproduce the Kennicutt-Schmidt law between surface density and surface star formation rate (Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt 1998) . However, for simulations of the turbulent small-scale dynamo the precise details of the star formation scheme are largely unimportant. Cooling is required to obtain higher gas densities and smaller spatial scales in order to start efficient dynamo action. Furthermore, feedback-driven turbulence will contribute to the gravitationallydriven turbulence and raise the growth rates of the magnetic field strength.
SETUP

Dark matter initial conditions
The presented simulations start from cosmological initial conditions introduced by Stoehr et al. (2002) . Starting point is a large ΛCDM dark matter only simulation box run with the GADGET code at different resolutions. The index of the power spectrum of the initial fluctuations is n = 1 and the fluctuation amplitude is ) is applied, the number of gas (N Gas ) and dark matter particles (N DM ), the mass of the gas (M Gas ) and dark matter particles (M DM ), as well as the initial magnetic field orientation and strength for all simulated scenarios, respectively. σ8 = 0.9 (see Stoehr et al. 2002, for details) . In a "typical" region of the universe a Milky-Way like dark matter halo is identified. The resulting simulations (with increasing resolution) are labelled GA0, GA1 and GA2, and contain 13 603, 123 775 and 1 055 083 dark matter particles, respectively, inside R200, which is the radius enclosing a mean density 200 times the critical density (virial radius). The forming dark matter halo is comparable to the halo of the Milky-Way in mass (≈ 3 × 10 12 M⊙) and size (≈ 270kpc). The halo was selected to have no major merger after a redshift of ≈ 1 and also a subhalo population comparable to the satellite population of the Milky-Way was found. More details about the properties of this halo can be found in Stoehr et al. (2002) , Stoehr et al. (2003) and Stoehr (2006) . Hence, GA0, GA1 and GA2 provide ideal initial conditions to investigate the evolution of magnetic fields in a galactic halo, similar to the Milky-Way.
Gas and magnetic field
To add a baryonic component, the high resolution dark matter particles are split into an equal amount of gas and DM particles. The mass of the initial DM particle is splitted according to the cosmic baryon fraction, conserving the center of mass and the momentum of the parent DM particle. The new particles are displaced by half the mean interparticle distance. The origin of cosmic magnetic fields is still unclear. During the early evolution of the universe, magnetic seed fields must have been generated by non-ideal mechanisms, which are independent of the magnetic field itself. It this work, primordial magnetic fields permeating the entire universe are assumed to be generated by battery processes (Biermann 1950; Mishustin & Ruzmaikin 1972; Zel'dovich et al. 1983; Huba & Fedder 1993 ) onset of structure formation. When deriving the induction Eq. (19) of ideal MHD, the fluid is treated as a one particle-type plasma. Hence, in Ohm's law σE = j (with E the electric field and σ the conductivity of the plasma), the current density j is only described by the motion of the protons. Strictly, the plasma also contains electrons and the current density j is a combination of the proton current density j p and an electron current density j e . Then, electrons and protons are moving at different speeds in the plasma, reacting differently to perturbations. This results in currents and a non-ideal term in the induction equation of the form:
with the speed of light c, the elementary charge e, the electron density ne, and the electron pressure pe. In shocks or non-isotrop regions, the gradients of ne and pe may be non-parallel and a magnetic seed field of the strength ≈ 10 −18 G may be generated (Biermann 1950; Mishustin & Ruzmaikin 1972; Zel'dovich et al. 1983; Huba & Fedder 1993) . To seed the magnetic field within the simulations, a magnetic field vector is given to every gas particle pointing into the same direction carrying the same amplitude (most used choice: 10 −18 G in x direction). This uniform setup gives an initially divergence-free magnetic field inside the simulation volume. Actually, the magnetic energy should be distributed to the different scales of the simulation, resulting in a magnetic spectrum. However, this spectral property of the magnetic field can be neglected for magnetic energy densites εmag = B 2 /8π sufficiently smaller than the kinetic energy density ε kin = ρv 2 /2 (weak-field approximation). In this limit, the magnetic field B will be frozen into the velocity field v and follow its evolution. Hence, only the amplitude of the magnetic seed field is relevant, but not its direction. Table 4 shows the performed simulations, which can be grouped into three sets: First, low-resolution simulations GA0 are used for a numerical study of different seed field strengths ranging from 10 −10 G to 10 −34 G and being uniform in x direction. Additionally, a run of GA0 with a seed field in y direction is shown to confirm the neglectability of the magnetic seed field direction. Second, for the seed field with the strength of 10 −18 G, higher resolution runs GA1 and GA2 are added to analyze the influence of the numerical resolution on the evolution of the magnetic field. Furthermore, a special run of GA1 is performed to study the influence of the modeled star formation on the evolution of the magnetic field.
Finally, to study the influence of magnetic fields on the existing simulations, additional runs with only hydrodynamics are obtained.
SIMULATIONS
This section presents the results obtained from the numerical simulations introduced above. Contour images of different quantities are created by projecting the SPMHD data in a comoving (1 Mpc) 3 cube on a 512 2 grid using the code P-SMAC2 (Donnert et al., in preparation).
Morphological and magnetic evolution
An overview of the different stages of structure formation and their implications on the magnetic field is shown in Fig. 2 . First, dark matter protohaloes and filaments are formed at redshift z ≈ 30 − 10, in which potential wells baryonic matter falls in. Within these structures the frozen-in magnetic field gets compressed. For isotropic compression this leads to B ∼ ρ 2/3 . Note, that perpendicular compression of the magnetic field lines would lead to B ∼ ρ. Due to the cosmological expansion, the magnetic field strength outside these protohaloes decreases with a −2 . Turbulence is mainly created by the gravitational collapse. Secondly, as the gas density increases in the first structures, the threshold density is reached and star formation sets in at redshift ≈ 10, further enhancing the existing turbulence and consuming the available gas. In these dense regions, small-scale dynamo action starts, increasing the magnetic field strength exponentially, i.e. B ∼ e γt with the growth rate γ (see also section 2). Merger events will create shockwaves propagating into the IGM, possibly amplifying the magnetic field by compression and small-scale dynamo action. As equipartition is reached, the system relaxes and turbulent motions will decay, with additionally the magnetic field decaying. Fig. 3 shows the projected number density of the gas at three different redshifts in the simulation ga2 bx18, together with the corresponding virial radii of the forming galactic halo. Fig. 4 shows the corresponding projected total magnetic field strength, as well as arrows indicating the direction of the magnetic field. The different phases during the formation of the halo and the magnetic field amplification can clearly be seen. The magnetic field agglomerates together with the gas in filaments and protohaloes, where smallscale dynamo action is taking place. Furthermore, as merger events take place, shockwaves are propagating into the IGM creating turbulence. The IGM magnetic field is amplified in stages with several shockwaves propagating into it. Within each shockwave, the magnetic field is possibly amplified by compression within the shockfront and by small-scale dynamo action behind the shockfront (see Kotarba et al. 2011 , for an analysis of shockwaves and their effect on the magnetic field during merger events). At redshift ≈ 1 the last major merger event takes place and the magnetic field saturates, i.e. it evolves into energy density equipartition. The magnetic field saturates inside the halo at a mean value of ≈ 10 −7 G and within the IGM at ≈ 10 −9 G, both at redshift 0. Fig. 5 shows the RMS magnetic field strength inside the galactic halo as a function of redshift for different seed field strengths. The amplification timescale (i.e. the gradient of the B(a) function during the exponential amplification phase) is the same for all seed fields and only the total time until saturation varies. After saturation, the magnetic field strength decreases with a power-law slope of ≈ − 1, as irregularities in the magnetic field are dissipated. Fig. 6 shows radial profiles of the volume-weighted magnetic field . Radial profiles of the mean magnetic field strength inside the halo in the simulation ga2 bx18 for redshifts 1 and 0, respectively. For z = 1, which is just after the last major merger event, the field strength decreases with a slope of -1.1. For the relaxated system at z = 0 the slope is -0.9. strength inside the galactic halo for two different redshifts. At redshift 1 (after the last major merger), magnetic field strengths of several 10 −5 G are reached in the center of the halo and drop to ≈ 10 −7 G at the virial radius with a slope of ≈ − 1.1. At redshift 0 (virialized system with decaying turbulence), magnetic field strengths of several 10 −6 G are reached in the center of the halo and drop to ≈ 10 −9 at the virial radius with a slope of ≈ − 0.9. Since the gas density scales linearly with the distance from the galactic halo center, this indicates a relation of the form B ∼ ρ. Summing up, within the presented simulations it is possible to amplify a weak primordial magnetic field up to the observed equipartition values. 
Pressures and star formation
Fig. 7 summarizes the energy flow and its effect on the star formation within the simulations. Via internal energy, star formation provides a sink (cooling) and source (SN injection) of internal energy of the gas. Internal and kinetic energy are mutually exchanging via pressure forces and viscosity. Additionally, the gravitational collapse transforms potential energy into kinetic energy, which is converted partly back into potential energy through the fluid motions in the potential wells. Furthermore, kinetic motions create magnetic energy (induction equation). The Lorentz-force describes the back-reaction of the magnetic field on the velocity field. Nonideal resistivity redistributes the magnetic energy and also converts it into internal energy. Internal, kinetic and magnetic energy densities contribute to a total pressure. The balance between the gravitational collapse and the total pressure support regulates the star formation rate. Fig. 8 shows the magnetic energy density εmag = B 2 /8π, the kinetic energy density ε kin = ρv 2 /2, the thermal energy density ε therm = (γ − 1)ρu and the turbulent energy density ε turb = ρv 2 turb /2 in the simulation ga2 bx18. The adiabatic index γ is 5/3 and u denotes the internal energy. Similar as in Kotarba et al. (2010) , v turb is taken as an estimate of the turbulent velocity within the volume defined by a SPMHD particle. They find it to be a good SPMHD approximation of the turbulent velocity, although it overestimates the turbulence on small scales and ignores the turbulence on scales larger than the smoothing scale.
As shown in Fig. 8 , the magnetic energy density increases from the seed value up to equipartition with the turbulent and thermal energy densities until a redshift of ≈ 3. The cosmological dip can be clearly seen at the start of the simulations. The magnetic energy density overshoots the turbulent energy density slightly in the beginning, which results from possible further compression after equipartition is reached. Afterwards, the virialized system relaxes, Figure 4 . Projected total magnetic field strength and magnetic field vectors in physical units at different redshifts in the simulation ga2 bx18. The shown regions are cubes with 1 Mpc (comoving) edge length centered on the halo center of mass. Clumping of the magnetic field together with the gas in filaments and amplification within protohaloes can be seen. Furthermore, shockwaves are driven into the IGM increasing the magnetic field strength, until it saturates on all scales. and the turbulent and magnetic energies decline. The thermal energy density still rises, as the magnetic and turbulent energy are converted into thermal energy by resistivity and viscosity. With some delay, equipartition is also reached in the IGM by a stepwise amplification process: First, the magnetic field is amplified inside the most dense structures, and subsequently the IGM magnetic field undergoes merger-driven shock amplification. Fig. 9 shows the total star formation rate as a function of the cosmological scalefactor for all GA0 simulations (see Table 4 ) with different seed field strengths. Before the formation of filaments and protohaloes, no star formation takes place. At the time the first structures reach the necessary critical density (z ≈ 10), star formation begins. As more gas is accreted onto the main halo through gravitational infall or due to merger events, the star formation rate rises. At a redshift of ≈ 3 it peaks and then starts to decline. For the simulations without any magnetic fields, star formation is still constantly ongoing at a low rate by the end of the simulations. For the simulations including magnetic fields, the star formation rate decreases earlier than in the non-magnetized comparison runs, as soon as equipartition is reached (z ≈ 3), and is thus comperatively lower than in the comparison run or even stops completely by the end of the simulations. The magnetic configuration at equipartition provides additional support against further gas accretion, preventing the gas inside the halo from reaching the threshold density necessary to form stars.
Note, that the details of star formation depend on the resolution of the simulation. Springel & Hernquist (2003b) show that when increasing the resolution of the simulation, the time when the first stars form is pushed towards higher redshifts. Nevertheless, at low redshifts, the star formation rate converges to a value independent of the resolution. Furthermore, the total formed stellar mass does not change with resolution. These details in the star formation model also influence the turbulent dynamo action. The starting point of the dynamo action depends strongly on the time when the first gas has collapsed, cooled and reached small enough spatial scales. As soon as star formation sets in, additional supernova energy is injected into the system, leading to more turbulence and higher magnetic field growth rates. The saturation value of the magnetic field strength depends on the turbulent energy density, which in turn depends on the the total injected feedback, and hence the total formed stellar mass. The simulation ga1 bx18 nosf (not shown) is performed with the same setup and methods, but with disabled star formation module. Within this simulation, the magnetic energy density does not get amplified up to equipartition with the turbulent energy density, but only rises a few orders of magnitude. This is clearly, because radiative cooling lowers the internal energy of the gas, thus allowing the gas to clump more heavily and reach higher densities. This results in smaller SPMHD smoothing lengths, and hence the small-scale dynamo will also operate on smaller scales, thus leading to higher growth rates. Summing up, radiative cooling and supernova feedback are important in MHD simulations of galactic halo formation. . Total star formation rate as a function of redshift in the simulations GA0 with different magnetic seed field. For simulations with magnetic fields, the star formation rate decreases when equipartition is reached and the additional magnetic pressure prevents the gas from reaching the density threshold required for star formation.
Numerical reliability
The numerical magnetic divergence h |∇ · B| /|B| is a common measure regarding the reliability of SPMHD simulations (e.g. Price 2012). It is calculated for every particle i inside its kernel, which is a sphere with radius equal to the smoothing length hi. Even for simulations employing the Euler potentials, which are free of physical divergence by construction, this measure can reach values of the order of unity (Kotarba et al. 2009 ). The numerical divergence can be regarded as a measure for quality of the numerical calculations and the irregularity of the magnetic field inside each kernel and is not related to possible physical divergence (Kotarba et al. 2010; Bürzle et al. 2011a) . Here, an estimator for the numerical divergence of the form
is used, where W is the SPMHD kernel function between the particle i and its neighbours j. Table 2 for different magnetic seed field strengths. After an initial cosmological dip, the magnetic field is growing exponentially until it reaches equipartition with the turbulent energy density. Additionally, the simulated growth cruves from Fig. 5 are shown (dashed lines). Fig. 10 shows the mean numerical divergence within the halo (solid line) and within the IGM (dashed line) as a function of scalefactor for the simulation ga2 bx18. Throughout the entire simulation, the numerical divergence remains below unity. The numerical divergence is zero in the beginning of the simulations, as expected for a uniform magnetic seed field. During the phases of merger events and magnetic field amplification, the error estimator rises. The turbulent dynamo tangles the magnetic field lines and creates irregularities also below smoothing scales, resulting in a non-vanishing numerical divergence. During the phase of relaxation of the halo, NumDivB decreases, as the field lines are unfolded and ordered and the magnetic energy is dissipated or transferred to larger scales. Within the IGM, the numerical divergence remains constant. This is because within the IGM the NumDivB-decreasing process of magnetic field reordering is balanced by NumDivB-increasing processes. These are the accretion of gas onto the halo and the expansion of space, both resulting in an increasing smoothing length and thus an increasing NumDivB.
AGREEMENT OF MODEL AND SIMULATIONS
Since the simulations start at a finite redshift and not at z = ∞, a simple shift of B (18) is used. The characteristic turbulent quantities in Eq. (14) are assumed to be constant in space and time. This approximation is good for the phase of strong star formation between redshift 10 and redshift 1, where also the majority of the magnetic amplification is taking place, while later the growth rate is truncated, and the form of the turbulent quantities is negligible. In Fig. 11 simulated growth curves of the magnetic field strength are shown (dashed lines). These curves match notably well with the calculated curves (solid lines). Table 2 shows the numerical values used for the calculations, which are resulting in a timescale (e-folding time) of ≈ 90 Myr for the growth of the large scale magnetic field. Extracting such values directly from the simulations is quite challenging, as the density, velocity and length scales within Table 2 ). The analytical function fits the simulated evolution of the halo magnetic field very well.
the simulated galactic haloes range over many orders of magnitude. However, the length scale l turb on which the magnetic energy density increases first within the main halo is determined by the size of star forming regions, which (within the main halo) can be associated to substructures. Such substructures (clumps of gas, stars and dark matter) can be identified using SUBFIND (Springel et al. 2001b; ). Only the largest substructures still contain gas and form stars within the main halo, having masses of ≈ (10 8 − 10 10 )M⊙ and thereby diameters of a few 10 kpc. They are orbiting with typical velocities of a few 100 km s −1 , inducing gas RMS velocities within the main halo between 50 and 100 km s −1 during the time of rapid growth of the halo, where also the magnetic amplification is taking place (between z ≈ 10 and z ≈ 1). Such values strongly motivate the choice of l turb ≈ 25 kpc and v turb ≈ 75 km s −1 leading to the good agreement between the simulations and the analytical model. Fig. 12 shows a comparison of the analytical growth function (red line) as calculated according to Eq. 18 using the values given in Table 2 together with the halo RMS magnetic field strength in the simulations ga0 bx18, ga1 bx18 and ga2 bx18, respectively. All curves start with the same magnetic seed field of Bstart = 10
G. The resolution of the simulations increases by each a factor of roughly 10 from ga0 to ga1 and from ga1 to ga2, respectively. Compared to the simulation with the standard resolution (brown line), the analytical growth function fits the simulated magnetic field evolution very well. Also, for higher resolutions (black and green lines), the fit is convincing. Note, that for higher resolutions, star formation sets in at higher redshifts leading to an earlier rise of collapsed, cooled gas and feedback and hence an earlier starting point for the turbulent dynamo. Nevertheless, the saturation value of the magnetic field strength is indistinguishable. For the calculation of the hydrodynamic and magnetic Reynolds numbers, the typical velocity V and length scale L are determined by the physical properties of the system, i.e. the soundspeed c 2 /µ0ρ, and the size of the halo, respectively, which do not depend on resolution. Within all the simulations, a constant turbulent resistivity η turb is used, and hence, Rm stays constant. Additionally, artificial viscosity as given by Price (2012) is applied, where ν depends on particle properties and spacings. A higher resolution thus leads to smaller ν, and thus (given the constant V and L) to higher Re numbers and hence more turbulence. A higher (or, better resolved) turbulence in turn results in a higher growth rate of the magnetic field. The cosmological turbulent dynamo as described by Eq. (18) reproduces the main features of the simulated non-ideal magnetic field amplification very well.
SUMMARY
In this paper the evolution of magnetic fields during galactic halo formation is discussed. The main focus is placed on the investigation of the processes responsible for the amplification of magnetic fields from seed field levels to observed values. An analytical model for the evolution of the magnetic field driven by a turbulent dynamo is presented and the predictions of this model are compared with numerical, cosmological simulations of Milky-Way like galactic halo formation including the evolution of magnetic fields, radiative cooling and star formation. The most important results are summarized as follows:
• A primordial magnetic seed field of low strength can be amplified up to equipartition with other energy densities during the formation and virialization of a galactic halo in a ΛCDM universe. The final magnetic field strength decreases with a slope of ≈ -1.0 from ≈ 10 −6 G in the center to ≈ 10 −9 G behind the virial radius (IGM) of the halo and also reaches ≈ 10 −5 G in interacting systems. These values are in notably good agreement with observations (Beck et al. 1996; Kronberg et al. 2008 ).
• The magnetic field amplification in filaments and protohaloes is dominated by turbulent dynamo action. Radiative cooling of the primordial gas is needed in order to reach spatial scales small enough for the turbulent dynamo to operate efficiently. Equipartition is reached on small scales first and later on larger scales, consistent with theoretical expectations (Brandenburg & Subramanian 2005; Shukurov 2007; Arshakian et al. 2009 ). The turbulence is driven by the gravitational collaps, by supernova activity and by mergers of protohaloes into the main galactic halo. After equipartition is reached, the magnetic energy decays with a power-law dependance of Bt ∼ t −4/3 . The IGM magnetic field is amplified by outflows of magnetized gas from the center of the haloes and by merger-driven shock amplification outside the main halo.
• The amplification timescale (e-folding time) of the order of 10 7 yr is small enough to describe the generation of strong magnetic fields in irregular galaxies at high redshifts as observed (e.g. Bernet et al. 2008 ).
• The structure of the resulting magnetic field is random and turbulent. Additional dynamo processes, e.g. the α-ω dynamo (Ruzmaikin et al. 1979; Shukurov 2007) or the cosmic-ray-driven dynamo (Lesch & Hanasz 2003; Hanasz et al. 2009 ) are needed to produce regularity in the magnetic field topology.
• Last, but not least, a basic analytical model is able to reconstruct the numerical results very accurately. Weak magnetic perturbations grow in a non-stationary turbulent hydrodynamical flow. This amplification is slightly modified by the ΛCDM cosmology, particularly in the early universe. Non-ideal truncation of the growth rate finally yields equipartition. These processes result in an analytical growth function which fits the simulations astonishingly well.
In the current picture of galaxy formation -together with cooling and star formation -magnetic fields are efficiently amplified from seed field levels up to the observed values. However, their detailed influence on the dynamics of the gas and the underlying seeding mechanisms still remain unclear and need to be investigated further.
